Singing With Angels: A Visitation
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
I have heard the angels sing. I know what the music of heaven sounds like. I have
even sang with angels. One such occasion occurred in 1982 when I was a student in YWAM
in Honolulu on outreach.
As I was singing upon the guitar 'in the spirit' in my room, I was startled by distinctly
hearing three other tenor male voices outside my window singing in harmony with me joining
in on a made-up song I was singing.
Harmony
Since I was singing ad-lib and in a spiritual language I did not understand (tongues), I
was astounded at hearing 3-part harmony with the same words. I was startled, stopped
singing and remarked to myself, “This is impossible!”
I immediately went to see who it was singing outside my window. In looking out I
suddenly remembered I was 5 stories up in a high-rise building in downtown Honolulu. I then
realized the voices could only have been angels that sang with me in harmony singing a song
that was never sung before with words I did not understand. It was a miracle!
Music of Creation
Since that time, I have thought about this event and realized that the songs of angels
are given to anyone who can give themselves to Creator in adoring him with their whole spirit,
mind, heart and body.
I was singing the songs of angels and they already knew the language, the words and
the melody and even provided beautiful harmonies.
This occurrence of singing the 'songs of angels' is reminiscent of the angels who stand
before the throne of Creator day and night singing in adoration of his greatness. It is this
same music that enabled creation to happen in the beginning and I will suggest even new
creations to happen now.
The words of creation that made earth and mankind were not spoken but were sang
into existence by the Creator himself assisted by his angels according to Hebrew sources.
Many of his prior creation (angels) participated and were unified in singing the songs of
creation together in harmony with God (YWHW) as the earth was being created.
A Call for Angelic Bands
As a maker and player of harps, flutes and drums, I have
seen that these instruments effectively support the music in the
adoration of Creator. They enable the change of existing creation
by giving new life to the old and even can create new life. It is for
this reason that there is a great need for 'bands' to be formed to
again learn the forgotten music of creation and the creative songs
of our Creator.
As I pray and sing in the mountains of Colorado, I still reflect
upon this experience. I envision music groups of 2, 3 or more
singing and playing all kinds of instruments and singing the songs of the angels and of
creation. This fusion of instrumental sound with the human voice of adoration is as close as I
can suggest in approaching the heavenly music of the angels as the music of creation that I
heard so many years ago.

